Conformational analysis of singlet-triplet state mixing in Paternò-Büchi diradicals.
Conformational dependence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in flexible Paternò-Büchi (PB) diradicals has been studied with high-level ab initio methods using both (i) one-electron spin-orbit Hamiltonian with parametrized (effective) nuclear charges in conjunction with a state-averaged MCSCF wave function as implemented by Robb in Gaussian 98 and (ii) complete one- and two-electron SOC with a fully optimized MCSCF triplet wave function and frozen core singlet as implemented by Furlani in the GAMESS computational package. The ab initio results revealed two distinct areas of elevated SOC values, one corresponding to the region whereby a cisoid conformation in the C-C-O-C fragment brings the two odd-electron orbitals closer to each other, and the other area corresponding to the partially eclipsed conformation lacking direct overlap between the spin centers. In this second region the 1,4-electronic communication is mediated by the oxygen's 2p-lone pair, which is suitably oriented to play the role of a "relay-antenna". The other critical factor affecting the rate of intersystem crossing (ISC)--singlet-triplet energy separation--was computed utilizing a multireference CASSCF-MP2 method to include dynamic correlation effects. The largest singlet-triplet energy gap, approximately 2 kcal/mol, was found for a gauche conformer (also a minimum SOC conformation). Rotation about the central C-O bond either toward the fully eclipsed (0 degrees ) or the partially eclipsed (120 degrees ) conformations decreases the singlet-triplet gap while increasing the value of the SOC matrix element. These computational findings support the Griesbeck model for stereochemistry of triplet PB reactions and provide a rigorous basis for predicting the probability of ISC in diradicals separated by a partially conjugated spacer.